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Abstract. We construct a graph model for ACP,, the algebra of communicating processes w%h 
silent steps, in which Koomen’s Fair Abstraction Rule (KFAR) holds, and also versions of the 
Approximation Induction Principle (AIP) and the Recursive Definition & Specification Principles 
(RDP&RSP). We use this model to prove that in ACP, (but not in ACP!) each computably 
recursively definable process is finitely recursively definable. 

Introduction 

Process algebra is an algebraical theory of concurrency, i.e., a theory about 
concurrent, commu&licating processes. Almost anything can constitute a process: 
the execution of a program on a computer, or the execution of an algorithm by a 
person, but also a game of chess or the behavior of a vending machine. 

The starting point for process algebra is the modular structure of concurrent 
processes at a given level of abstraction: we consider systems built up from certain 
basic processes by means of composition tools, including sequencing, alternative 
choice and parallel composition. 

Process algebra tries to find laws or axioms for cehese corn osition operators, base 
on some a priori considerations of what featu 

s, we use the axiomatic 

semantics. 
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Central to theories of concurrency is the solving of recursive equations (Or 
equivalently, the finding of fixed points). In this pa 
the Algebra of Communicating Processes with ab 
guarded recursive specifications have unique solutio 
fairness in model. Also in our algebraic 
the use of omen’s Fair Abstraction Rule 

FAR expresses the idea of fairness in p 
process algebra of an idea of C..?. Koome 
was first formulated in [g], and its useful 
strated in [2, 3, 8,9, 20, 261. KFAR expresses the idea that, due to some fairness 
mechanism, abstraction from internal steps will yield an external step after finitely 
many repetitions; to be more precise, in the process Q(X), obtained from x by 
abstracting from steps in 1, the steps in I will be fairly scheduled in such a way 

that eventually a step outside I is performed. 
KFAR is the alg&nnic formulation of this idea, whereas the semantical 

implementation of fairness is already implicit in the notion of bisimulation on 
graphs, so is already implicit in the work of ilner [23]. Some other recent papers 
on fairness are 14, 5, 13, 14, 16, 17, l&22, 251. 

When we use KFAR, all abstractions will be fair. Maybe this is too optimistic a 
model, and the theory should be able to describe situations where some abstracrons 
are fair and others are not. Probably, an extension of the theory where this would 
be possible, will turn out to be rather complex. 

This paper is about process algebra, but it is not an introductory paper about 
process algebra; before reading this paper, the re der is advised to read some other 
papers on process %!gebra first, for example, 111) r perhaps [I] (in Dutch). In this 
paper, we do the following things. In Section 1, we review the theory ACP,, and 
extra axioms and rules SC, PR and KFAR. In Section 2, we define and discuss 

s, elements of the set 6,. In Section 3, we prove that if we divide 
ence relation s (rooted +bisimulation) on G,, we obtain a 
+ SC+ PR+ KFAR, and we can even add some extra axioms 

e formulate the Approximation Induction Principle (AIP), which 
says that two processes are equal if all their projections YG equal, and prove that 

for all finitely branching and bounded j!raphs. In Section 5, we 
specifications, and formulate th Recu ,; sive Definition Principle 
cursive Specification Principle P). ‘I ogether, these principles 

that a specification has a unique solution. We prove that RDP+ RSP hold in 
for all guarded specifications. 

In Section 6, we prove that every computable graph is recursively definable by a 



e give a brief review of ACT,. 
We start with an informal introdu~ion t 

tional operators we consider are “a’ 
alternative composition. If x and y are two processes, then x. y is the process that 
starts the execution of y after the completion of x, and as+ y is the 
chooses either x or y and executes the chosen process. Each time a ch 
we choose from a set of alternatives. We do not specify whether the choice is made 
by the process itself or by the environmenr. Axioms Al-5 in Table 1 below give the 
laws that “+” and “P obey. We leave out ‘V and brackets as in regular al 
so xy+z means (x- J*)+z. 

Table 1. 

x+y-y+x 
x+(y+z)=(x+y)+z 
x+x=x 
(x+y)z = xz+yz 

(xyb = JdY4 
x+8=x 
6X=6 

ACP,. 

I 
Al 
A2 
A3 
A4 
A5 
A6 
A7 

TI 
T2 
T3 

xllY=4LY+YlLx+xlY 
akx=ax 

(~)w,Y=o(xIlY) 
(x+y)~z=x(Ir+yU_z 

(a*)lb=(+)x 
a)(bx)=(t2(6)x 

(dl(bv)=(4b)(xll~) 
(x+y)lz=xlr+ylz 
xl(y+r)=xly+xlz 

a,(a)=o ifagH Dl 
a,(a)=8 if ae H D2 

Mx-+y) =Mx)++.#(y) D3 

%f(w) = a,(x) l h-f(y) D4 

Cl 
c2 
c3 

CM1 
CM2 
CM3 
CM4 
CM5 
CM6 
CM7 
CM8 

1u_x=rx 
(4 II Y =4x II Y) 
+x=8 
xlT=6 

WIY =xlu 
4bY) = XIV 

TM1 

TCl 
TC2 
TC3 
TC4 

( a&)=1 DT 

’ T,(7)=? TIl 

t 7,(a)=u if ae 
1 71(u)=~ if uE 

; -b(x+y) =QwfT,(y) 

’ ?(XY) =-q(x) l q(y) TIS 
I 
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ds x(y -#- t) and xy +XZ present different mechanisms (the 
different), and therefore, an axiom -rt(y + z) = xy+xz is not 

ial constant “6” denoting deadlock, the acknowledgement of a 
ng anymore, the absence of an alternative. Axioms 

composition operator ” I”, called merge. The merge 
the actions of x and y, except for the communica- 

either do a step from .x, or a step fmm y, or x and y 
sly perR~rm an actions which together make up a new action, the 

trichotomy is expressed in axiom CMl. Here, we use 
’ (leRamerge) and “1” (communication merge). Thus 

with the restriction that the fust step comes from X, and xly is 
the first step. Axioms CM2-9 give the laws for 

“ i; “. Qn atomic actions, we assume the communication function given, 
have on the left-hand side of Table f the laws for 

the encapsulation operator 71~‘~. Here H is a set of atoms, and ‘baH,9 blocks actions 
them into 6, The operator ssaH*q can be used to encapsulate a 

communications with the environment. 
of Table 1 is devoted to laws for Milner’s silent step t (see 

[20]). Laws TL3 are Xiiner‘s ~-laws, and TMl, 2 and TCl-4 describe the interaction 
of T and merge. Finally, Q is the abstraction operator that renames atoms from I 

A 
k 

(functions~: +:PxP-,P 
dQcP-,P 
ll:PxP+P 
L:PxP+P 
1:PxP+P 
a,:P-,P 
7r:P-*P 

6: (constants): tiEA 
TE P-A 

(a finite set of atomic actions), 
(the set of processes; Ac P), 
(alternative composition or sum), 
(sequential composition or product), 
(parallel composition or merge), 
(left-merge), 
(communication merge; I: A x A + A is given), 
(encapsulation; H c A), 
(abstraction; I E A - (61, 
(deadlock), 
(silent or internal action). 

These are presented in Table 1. Here a, 4, c E A, q y, z E P, H s A, and I c A - (6). 

Let us consider for a moment the intuitive meaning of the silent step 7. A useful 
intuition is the following: suppose we have a machine executing a process, and we 

only observe t e machine starting and stopping, and the beginning of atomic 
actions. Then 7 stands for zero or IYIOW m&&esteps, i.e., the machine is running 
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for a certain period of time (which possibly has no duration), and we can observe 
no action beginning. 

This intuition can help to understand the T-laws TL3: 
Tl: UT = a for, in both cases, we see (1 beginning as soon as the machine starts, 

next the machine runs for a while, and then stops. 
T2: TX+X = TX for T can also be zero machinesteps: when executing ~q the 

machine can start x right away; note that not TX = x for, when executing 7% the 
machine can also run for a while before starting x: 

T’3: o(lrx+ y) + u = O(TX -I y) for, when the machine executes u(lx +y), we can 
see a begin and after some time the machine can start x (but not y). 

Now in [27] the empty process E is discussed in process algebra. The constant E 
satisfies the laws EX = XE = X, and can therefore be considered to stand for zero 
machinesteps. 

This led Koymans and Vrancken to consider a new constant q, standing for one 
or more machinesteps. We get the crucial equation 

T=q+&. 

The hidden step q is the subject of curzent research by Baeten and Van Glabbeek. 
The only reference as yet is [l] (in Dutch)‘. 

The constant 9 obeys T-laws Tl and T3, but not law T2. Instead of T2, a different 
law can be chosen. We can define a hiding operator ql that renames actions into 
r(, and it seems that this form of hiding works very well for system verification. 
Abstracting to T means that we abstract further than when we abstract to r); it is 
possible to have a two-tiered abstraction: first to 9, and then from 7 to T. 

Some nice properties of q are: 
(1) We can take q E A, i.e., all laws of ACP that hold for atomic actions also 

hold for q; 
(2) The set of finitely branching process graphs modulo (an appropriate notion 

of) bisimulation is a model for ACP with r); this is not the case for lr, see Example 
3.17. 

1.4. Standard concurrency 
Often we expand the system ACP, with the following axioms of Standard Concur- 

rency (see Table 2). A proof that these axioms hold in the initial algebra of ACP, 
can be found in 171. 

Table 2. 

(4l_Y)u.~=xII(YIId SC1 

CXbY)ll r=xl(av II d SC2 

XIV =ylx SC3 

xIlY=YIIx SC4 
xI(Yld=(XIY)IZ SC5 

xllcYII~~=<xIIYm SC6 

’ Note added in proof: now there are references [28] and [29]. 
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ing about processes often uses a projection operator 

7rn:P+P (nal), 

which ‘cuts off’ processes at depth n (after doing n steps), but wit 

that T- ps are ‘transparent’, i.e., a T-step does not raise the 

are in ble 3. 

Table 3. 

7rJa) = a 
?rl( ux) = a 
v,+&N = w(x) 
rr,(x+yl= n;lw + ?r,(y) 

, 
PRl 1 W”(T) =7 PRTl 
pR2 q&x) =wr,(Jc) PRT2 

Koomen’s Fair Abstraction Rule (see [8]) is a proof rule which is vital in algebraic 
computations for system verification, and expresses the fact that, due to some fairness 
mechanism, abstraction from ‘internal’ steps will yield an ‘external’ step after finitely 
many repetitions. The simplest form of the rule is KFAR,: 

if x and y are processes such that x = i l x + y, and i E I, 
then Q(X) =T l Q(Y). 

In general, the algebraic formulation is parametrized by k 2 1, indicating the length 
of an Ljtemal cycle. 

FA 

is formulation is somewhat complicated. Therefore, we will write out in full the 
cases k = 1 and k = 3. First KFAR,: 

x=ix+y (id) 

dx) =7 l Q(Y) 

en 

X0= iox, + Yo 

ectio 

as 
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1.7. Example 
Suppose someone tosses a coin until heads comes up. 

P = toss l (tail l P + heads). 

We define I = {toss, tail}. 

P=toss- Q+6, 

y applying KFAR, we get 

Q(P) = T l q (6 + heads) = T 9 heads, 

so that eventually heads comes up. 

1.8. Note 
We finish this section by mentioning that in [26] a generalization of k, 

called the Cluster Fair Abstraction Rule (CFAR), is introduced, by which clusters 
of internal steps can be handled that do not form a cycle. 

2. Graphs 

In this section we will define the elements of the model that will be constructed 
in Section 3. 

efiniti, . A rooted directed multigraph (which we will call graph for short) is 
a triple (NODES, EDGES, ROOT) with the following properties: 

(a) NODus is a set; 
(b) EDGES is a set; with each e E EDGES there is associated a pair (s, t) from NODES. 

We say e goes from s to t, which we notate by 

w or e ifs=?. 

(C) ROOTENODES. 

hifOtatiO?l: g=(NODES(g),EDGES(g),ROOT(g)). 

Let g be a graph. A path n in g is an altematin sequence of nodes 
and edges such that each edge goes from the node efore it to the *o 
will only consider paths that are finite or have order type o. 
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We say TV starts at so (in the pictured situations) and, if T is enite, that T goes from 
so to Sk. If w goes from so to s o, v is a cycle, and any node in a cycle is called cyclic, 

a node not on any cycle is acyclic If s, t E Noms(g), we say t can 
s if there is a finite path going from s to t. 

the root. 

e will only consider graphs in which each node can be reac 

Let g be a graph, s E NODES(g). 
(a) The out-degree of s is the cardinality of the set of edges starting at s; the 

in-degree of s is the cardinality of the set of edges going towards s. 
(b) s is an endnode or endpoint of g if the out-degree of s is 0. 
(c) g is a tree if all nodes are acyclic, the in-degree of the root is 0 and in-degree 

of all other nodes is 1. 
(d) The subgraph (g), of s is the graph with root s and with nodes and edges 

all those nodes and edges of g that can be reached from s. 

efinition 2.5 (labeled graphs). Let B, C be two sets, and K an infinite cardinal 
number. We define G,( B, C) (the set of labeled graphs) to be the set of all graphs 
such that 

(1) each edge is labeled by an element of B; 
(2) each endnode is labeled by an element of C; 
(3) the out-degree of each node is less than K. 

Two elements of G,( B, C) are considered equal if they only differ in the names of 
nodes or edges. 

itio Let B, C, K be given. 
(a) G,( B, C) is the set of finitely branching labeled graphs; 
(b) a,( B, C) = {g E G,( B, C) : g is a tree} is the set of labeled trees; 

C) = {g E G,( B, C): NODES( g) v EDGES(g) is fir” * ‘c the Set of jkite 
or regular labeled graphs; 

labeled graphs. 
C): g has acyclic root} is the set of root-unwound 

e following definition is taken from [lo], where most of the above terminology 
can also be found. 

( root-unwinding). Let define the root-unwinding 

(a) NODES(&)) = NO 

EDGES(&)) = ED 



(d) labeling is 
(e) nodes and 
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unchanged; if RooT(g) has a label, r will get that label; 
edges which cannot be reached from r are discarde 

C), we have p(g) dX( 

(1) If g looks as shown in Fig. l(a), then p(g) is the graph shown in 

Fig. l(b). 

b b 

Fig. 1. 

(2) If g is the graph shown in Fig. 2(a), then p(g) looks as shown in Fig. 2(b). 
(Note that when we picture graphs, we will not display names of nodes and edges, 
and only give their labels; we indicate the root by “+o”.) 

Fig. 2. 

3. The model 

We use the labeled graphs introduced in Section 2 to construct a model for AC 

e a given jinite set of atoms, 6 E T e A. Let a communication 

be given, which is commutati and associative, such that 
8iu=6 for all UEA. 

We will use the symbol to denote successful terminati n (whereas 6 denotes 

unsuccessful termination). efine the set of process 

ere K is some in u 14 a 
e labeled by 4). Thus edges are labeled by element 
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3.1. Bisimulations 
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Next we wi’rl define an equivalence relation on 
graphs denote the same process. This is the notion 
111). First we dine the label of a path in the foll 

et gr G,, and rr a path in g. 

(1) The label of ?r, I(T), is the word in ( t c.’ ($})* (possibly in 
by putting the labels in 7~ after each other ( ssibly including an 

(2) The A-label of ?r, lA( v), is the word in (A v (&})* obtained b 
T’S in l(v), but with the exception that if I( ?r) = TO (an infinite sequence of T’S), 
then lA( n j = 6. 

T then g has paths with labels E,&,u,u~_,T”,T~, #‘a,~%& 

(for each n E N) and A-labels &~,a,@ (E is the empty word). 

We define three different bisimulations on 6,. 
( I) &bisimulation, e8 is the simplest; 
(2 j 6bisimulation, *, is like -a but takes into account the special status of T 

as a silent step; 
(3) rooted &-bisimulation, f=t,, is like eT8 but also takes into account the special 

case when T is an initial step. 
For more information on bisimulations, see [23,24]. (We use 8 as a subscript, to 

distinguish the bisimu!stions introduced here from *, eT, and en defined in [lo], 
where S is absent.) 

Let g, h E G,, R C NODES(g) X NODEs( h). 
(1) R is a 6-bisimulation between g and h, R : g eg h, if: 

(i) (ROOT(g), Kc.-rC?T( h)) E R; 

(ii) the domain of R is NODES(g), the range is NODES(h); 

is an edge in g with label 1 E A,, t 

iS 23 ij’E NODE in h with label 1 such that (p’, q’) E R; 

(iv) if ( p, q) E R, and p is an endpoi in g with label 1 E (6, J!, then q is an 
endpoint in h with label 1; 

(~1, (vi) as (iii>, (iv) but with the roles of g and h reversed. 
(2) -a h iti there is an :g=,h. 

(3) is a T&bisimulation between g and h, :geTs h, if: 
(i), (ii) as in (1); 
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)-label 2 E (8, J}, then there 

(v)‘, (vi)’ same as (iii)‘, (iv)’ but with the roles of g and h reversed. 

(4) g =ss h iff there is an 
(5) Let g,, hl E US: (so wit 22 is a rooted Ir64isimulation between 

g1 and hl, R : g1 en6 h,, if R : g, eT, hl and, in addition, if (p, q) E then o= 
ROOT(&)eq = ROOT&). 

(6) 8 =%a h iff there is an :p(g) f_3,& p(h). 

Example 3.5. In Figs. 3-8 we show some examples of bisimulations. 

a 

Fig. 3. 

Fig. 4. 

Fig. 5. 

asy. 0 
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Fig. 6. Fig. 7. 

Fig. 8. 

emtions and constants 

will be the domain of our model. Next we need to define the operations 
on 43,~’ *,. Actually, we will define them on G,, and leave it to the reader 

rrs is a congruence relation for all these operations. 

3.7 (“+“). If g, h E G,, obtain g + h by identifying the roots of p(g) and 
one root is an endpoint, it must be -06 (for CD ti G,) and we delete this 

label. If both g and h are -0s we put g + h = +06. 

3 See Fig. 9. 

+ 

b 

Fig. 9. 



it io 
ROOT(~) and removing the J-labels in g. 

wit 

. See Fig. 10. 

C 

Fig. IO. 

1 (“II”). If g, h E G,, obtain g 11 h by taking the Cartesian pro 
of g and A (with as root the pair of roots from g and h), and adding, for each edge 

d for each edge w q in h with label b, if 

alb= with label c (a ‘diagonal’ ed 

In g 11 h, define the endpoint labeling as follows: 
(1) if in node ( p, q) only one of the two components is an endpoint, drop its label; 
(2) if in node (p, q) both components are endpoints, give this endpoint label J 

if both p and q have label 1, and label 6 otherwise. 

xample3.12. See Fig. I1 (assume aIa=a/b=hIb=bIa=ti). 

II 
b 

a 

Fig. 11. 

(“k”). If g, h EG,, gk h is the maxi 
which each initial step is one from p(g). 

ste 
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b 

Fig. 12. 

b 

. 

Fig. 13. 

aitio (“ I”). If g, h E G,, g 1 h is the sum of all the maximal subgraphs of 
g 11 h that start with a communication (diagonal) step and can be reached from the 
root by a path with A-label E. 

If bla=czlb=q aIa=b)b=S, then the result is shown in Fig. 14. 
Notice that it’ is possible that the communication of two finitely branching graphs 
results in an infinitely branching graph that does not bisimulate with a finitely 
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xarnpk\ 3.17). is is the reaso 

=a1 =c,and ala=bl = S, then we havt 

Fig. IS. 

t proof we mention the fact that if g, h E G, for some K > KO, then also 

8lhEC 

steps: 
(“a,/‘). Let H c A be given. If g E G,, obtain &,(g) by the following 

(1) remove all edges with labels from N; 
(2) remove all parts of the graph that cannot be reached from the root; 
(3) label all unlabeled endpoints by 6. 

ple 3.19. If Q E H. then we obtain Fig. 16. 

Fig. 16. 
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(“q”). Let I c A - {S} be given.. If g E 
all labels from I to T. 

(“7rJ. Let n 2 1 be 
(I) NODES( n,(g)) = {S E NODES 

th of lA( ?r) les 

(2) EDGES( W,,(g)) = {e E EDGES 

(M-)) s 4; 

(3) ROOT(%&!)) = RooT(9); 
(4) all unlabeled endpoints in vH( g) get a label 
(5) if a klabeled endpoint cannot be reached Y a path 12 with length f M 4) < n, 

change the S-label to a J-label; 
) all other labels remain unchanged. 

pie 3.22. See Fig. IT. 

a b 

5 *cd 

6: 
r 

Fig. 17. 

Finally we define an krerpretation of the constants of ACP, into G,. 

(1) If QE - (S), its interpretatim [a] = 

her greater than 



limit ourselves to some exa 

to be a model of 

3.3.1. 
Int ng examples we shall deno 

by dotted lines. 

(A3: a+a=a). See Fig. 18. 

Fig. 18. 

Ex Ie 3.26 (A4: (a + b)c = ac+ bc). See Fig. 19. 

Fig. 19. 

(Tl: m= a). See 
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=?a). See Fig. 21. 

Fig. 21. 

fT3: a(& + c) = a(Tb + c) + ab). See Fig. 22. 

--,--e-L 

\ 

. . /’ 
-- -- / -- ---- 

Fig. 22. 

proved.) 
(KFAR). (Also see [ 10,7.12], where a version of KFAR without 6 is 

Let k 2 1 be given and suppose iO, . . . , jk_, E I, x0,. . . , x~_~, yo, . . . , ykel are 
processes, and x, = i,x,,, + y, for all n i Zk. Let ho, . . . , hk-l be the graphs corre- 
sponding to the yo, . . . , yk+. We can assume that t’+e h, are root-unwound. 

There are unique go, . . . , gk-l E 6, (up to ens) such that g, srzs i,g,,+, -I- h, 
reach n&j!/‘. 

eorem 7.31. It is easy to see that graphs g, (n < k) 

gk_, also satisfy the condition, so g; II,, ing’,+l + h, 
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g” = 

Fig. 23. 

Fix n c k Now we will define a rooted +bisimulation 

mc=rT,&“, 

thus finishing the proof of the claim. We put (Roor(gi, Roor( h,)) E R for each I E &. 
Let s be any other node in g: and let ‘TT be the path from Roor(gh) to s. Take a 
node s’ in graph i,g’,+* + h, such that (s, s’) E R,. If s’ E NODES( h, ), define (s, s’) E R 
If s’ = Roo’r(gL+l), define (s, Roor( ht+,)) E R. Otherwise, s’ E NODES(~;+~), and let 
78 be the path from Roor(g’,+,) to s’. 

Since IA(w) must be equal to in followed by l&r’), we must have that 
length( IA( rr’)) = length( IA( 7r)) - 1. Now, repeat this procedure; so take node s’ in 

graph in+dl+2+ h n+l such that (s’, s’) E R,+l. Ifs’% NODES(h,+l),PUt(S,S')E R. If 
S” = ROOr(g;+z), Put (S, RoOr( $1+2)) E R. Otherwise, s’ E NoDEs(gL+2), but at a still 
shorter distance from the root. 

Thus, every sequence s, s’, s’, . . . must eventually ‘surface’, and to each s E 
NoDEs(g’,) we will find an s* E rdoms(g,) such that (s, s*) E R. 

It is not hard to show that R is indeed a rooted 6bisimulation, so that the claim 
is proved. Cl 

(1) Let us now first consider the case k = 1, so we have 

g *,, ig + h 

for some i~1, g, haIS,. 

Case 1: h = 8 (actually, we mean h = --.*ob). Then g *,.p5 ig. e see by the clai 

Then 
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which is the desired result because 

x=ix=ix+6 
- KFARl . 

?{i)( x) = 76 

Case 2: h is not 6. Then we obtain that g is rooted Sbisimulated by the graph 
in Fig. 24(a), so q(g) is rooted +bisimulated by the graphs in Fig. 24(b): again 
the right result. 

i 

Fig. 24. 

(2) If k > 1, the proof works similarly. (We remark that in [26] it has been shown 
that the rules KFARR, for k > 1, logically follow from KFARl .) For instance, if 

k = 3, we have 

81 =rT7s i,gz + h* 9 g2 -fTfi i2g3 + h2, g3 =rdi i3g* + h3 

( il, i2, i3, E I), so g1 is rooted &-bisimulated by the the graph in Fig. 25, whence 
q(g,) is rooted &bisimulated by the graphs in Fig. 26. 

Fig. 25. 

Fig. 26. 
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3.4. Handshaking 

If we adopt the Handshaking Axiom (HA), namely 

/ (HA) xlyb=b 1 

for all processes x, y, z, which says that all communications are binary, then the 
following Expansion Theorem (ET) holds in the model C,/ errs (K > z&). This is 

because G,/ errs satisfies the Axioms of Standard Concurrency of Section 1.3. A 
proof of this fact is given in [7]. The formulation of the Expansion Theorem is due 
to Bergstra and Tucker [12]. 

Theorem 3.31 (Expansion Theorem). Let x1,. . . , x, be given processes, and let xi be 
the merge of all xl, . . . . X, except xi; let xi*’ be the merge of all x,, . . . , X, except xi 
and xi; then the Expansion Theorem is 

(ET) x1 II x2 11 l l l 11 xn = 1 Xi[IX’+ C (XiIXj)kX”j 
ISiSn lSi<jSn 

in words: if you merge a number of processs, you can start with an action from one of 
them or with a communication between two of them. 

3.5. Alphabets 

We can define, for each g E G,, the alphabet of g, a(g), to be the set of all labels 
occurring in g except T, 8,J. Note that here we will need the requirement in Remark 
2.3 that each node can be reached from the root. Then it is easy to see that if g em8 h 
(even if g e,, h), then a(g) = cu( h). With this definition, it is not hard to show that 
G,/ *rr5 (K > K,) satisfies the Conditional Axioms (CA), first formulated in [3], as 
shown in Table 4. 

Table 4. 

a(x)lb(yhH)c H I 
CA1 ; 

dxW(y)nl)=(d 
CA2 

h-fwlY)=hdxll~ff(y)) I ~,C4lY> = ~,W,~Y~~ 

a(x)nH=0 

b(x) = x 

I 

CA3 i 
a(x)nl=0 

I 
q(x) =x 

H=H,vH, I 
CA5 1 

I = I, u I, 

a,w = ay O a,w I dx) = 71, O T,*(X) 

CA4 

CA6 

I ___________________________________________________________________----- 

Hn1=@ 
CA7 

T! 0 a,(~) = aH 0 T,(X) 
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The 
that if 

x, Y, 

unrestricted Approximation Induction ) expresses the idea 

two processes are equal to qy depth, then they are equal; or, for 

WP) 
for all n 7r”( x) = z”(y) 

. 
X=y 

We will prove in Theorem 4.3 that a restricted version of AIP, called AIP-, holds 

in G,/ =-Lrrs (K > K,). In Section 4.1 we will see that the unrestricted version does 
not hold. First some definitions. 

ition .l. (i) Let g&,. Define the nth level of g, [g]“, by 

[g],, = {s E NODES(g) : s can be reached from ROOT(g) by 
a path T with length ( lA( w)) = n}. 

We say s E NODES(g) is of depth n if s E [gin. Note that the [gin for different n need 
not be disjoint. The [gin are disjoint if g is a process tree. 

(ii) Let g, h E 43,. A relation R between nodes of g and nodes of h is called 
history-preserving if R only relates nodes with a common history; i.e., if, for 
s E NODES(g) and t E NoDEs( h), R(s, t) holds, then there is a path 7~ from Roar(g) 
to s and a path 7r’ from RooT(h) to t such that lA( 7~) = IA(+). 

Note that a history-preserving relation relates only nodes of the same depth. 

.2. Let g, h E 6, and g en6 h. Then there is a history-preserving &&bisimula- 
tion between g and h. 

Left to the reader (note that we build up such a bisimulation step by step 
from the root, using the definition of bisimulatio@. Cl 

Let g, h E 6, and suppose that for each n 

-r-T, %(h) 
(ii) either [g]” or [h],, is jnite. 
en g *,, h. 

ose that g and h are completely 
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Given is that q,(g) +I,, w,,(h) for each n; we say that g and h r&bisimulate 
until depth n. 

Suppose that R is a (history-preserving) r&-bisimulation between g and h until 
depth n + m that relates s E NODES(g) to t E NODES(h) at depth n. Then induces 
a +bisimulation between ( g)s and (h), until depth m. Thus, the given bisimulations 
between g and h until finite depth induce many bisimulations between subtrees of 
g and h, until eInite depth. This leads to the following definitions. Fix n EN, and 

let s E [g],,, t E [h]“. Define 

S-m t @ there is an R: gn+,,,(g) ens w”+,(h) 

such that 

R n ((gL x (hh) : n,S(gM %S d(hh) 

(in words: there is an R which is a rooted +bisimulation until depth n + m and, 
restricted to the subtrees of s and t, is a +bisimulation until depth m; if rn = 0, 
the second part boils down to R(s, t)), and 

s-t @ forall mEN:s--,t. 

We will show that - is a rooted +bisimulation between g and h. Note that - 
is history-preserving, so only relates nodes of the same depth. Let us first see how 
- works at a certain level n. Suppose [g]” is finite. Let us first consider a t E [ hln. 
Let S,,, be the set of nodes in [g]” that are -m related to t; i.e., s E S, iff s -,,, t. 

We see S,2S2z~**2S,2* l l and all S, are nonempty. Therefore, since [g],, is 

finite, we get &a I S, # 0. 
Take s in this intersection; then we have s - t. Thus, for each t E [h]“, there is an 

s~[g], with s - t. Next, consider an s E [a],,. Let H, be the set of nodes in [ hln 
that are --related to s. Then [ 1” is the union of these sets H,, and this is a finite 
union. Note also that some H, might be empty. Now we start the verification, that 
- is a bisimulation. First note that, by definition of - and assumption (i), we have 
(cf. Definition 3.4) 

(i) ROOT(g)-RoOT( h),and 
(vii) if s - t, then s = ROOT(g) a t = ROOT(~). Also it is not hard to see that 

(ii) dom( -) = NODES(g) and ran( -) = NODES(h). It remains to verify (iii)‘, (iv)‘, 
(v)‘, (vi’) of Definition 3.4( 3). 

For (iii)‘, swppose s - t and take n such that SE [g],,, t E [h]“. Let 

be an edge in g with label 2. 

Case 1: Z#T, so l==a~A. Then s*c[g],,.,. 
Case 1.1: [k]n+l is finite. y the reasoning above, there is a node t* in [ 

imulations are history-preserving, there must 

se 1.2: otherwise. y assumption (ii), 
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infinitely many m. Pick t* E I&. We will prove s* - t”, and then we are 
Now s* a,,, t,,,, s’- t*, and s’- tm, so we c 

2, &: ?r,+,+Ag) fl,, Ir,+?n+r(W such that 

A picture might clarify the-matter (Fig. 27). 

Fig. 27. 

Now, define R s NODES(g) x NODES(~) by ( p, q) E R @ there are p’ E Norxs(g) 
and q’ E NODES( h > such that ( p, q’) E RI, ( p’, q) E R2, and ( p’, q’) E R3. It follows that 

and 
R : ?r,+m+Ag) *ns ?m+m+dh) 

R n ((g)s* x (&a) : n,(k),4 =6 cn((h)t*), 

so s” -fp# t*. Since m was chosen arbitrarily, we have shown s*- t*. 

Case 2: 1 = T. We reason as in Case 1, but work in [g]” and [h]” since a T-step 
does not increase depth, so S*E [g]“, t*E [I&. Also, it is useful to intersect the 
level [g],, with (g)= and the level [h]” with (h )r. Thus, we have verified (iii)’ of 

For a verification of (iv)‘, suppuse s - t, n is such that s E [g],,, t c [h]“, and s is 
an endpoint in g with label L Since s -l t, there is an R : v”+,(g) ens q”+,(h) with 
(s, t) E R s is also an endpaint in T B ,,l(g) with label 1, so since R is a Gbisimulation, 
there must be a path in w”+,(h) starting at t with A-label 1. S&e t E [h],, this path 
is also in and has the same A-label there. 

ofs for (v)‘, (vi)’ of Definition 3.4(3) are like the proofs for (iii)‘, (iv)‘, but 
wi nd h reversed. 

is a rooted &bisimulation between g and h, which 
finishes the proof. 111 

say that g is bounded if g has no path with label P. 
oundedness is given in [6].) 
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By induction. For n = 0, [gjO consi 
from RooT(g) by a path with all i 

T-paths cannot contain a cycle, for that woul 
T”, contradicting the boundedness of g. 
it must be finite, for an infinite branch 
finite. 

For the induction step, suppose [g]” is finite. 

B= I s E kln+l : there is a te[ . 

Since each t E [g]” can have only finitely many immediate successors in must 
be finite. If SE [g]n+r - B, s can be reached from a member of B by a series of 
T-steps, and the same argument as above shows that [gin+* must be finite, which 
finishes the proof. 0 

Corollary 4.6. Let g, h E: US,. If one of g, h is finitely branching and bounded, then g, 
h satisfy (AIP) (i.e., if, for all n, w”(g) em6 w”(h), then g *,, h). 

Proof. Combine 

4.1. Counterexamples 

Suppose a is an atomic 

4.3 and Lemma 4.5. Cl 

action different from 6. 

Example 4.7. Define g = C,, , an, h = g + a? See Fig. 28. 

Fig. 28. 

ard to see that, for each rz, v,,(g) 

do not satisfy (AIP). g and h are both bound 

g’ and h’ are shown in Fig. 2 
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h’ 

I 

Fig. 29. 

Note: although g and g’ (and h and h’) are certainly related, they do not 
+bisimulate. However, if we change g’ so that each branch occurs infinitely many 
times, we do have a +bisimulation (this is a sort of infinite version of KFAR). 

At this point, we cannot formulate the restricted version of (AIP) 
eorem 4.3 or Corollary 4.6 algebraically. We will be able to do this in 

Section 5, after we have discussed RDP and RSP. 

ecursive nition inciple and the Recursive Specification Principle 

In this section we will look at recursive specifications, which are sets of equations, 
and processes given by recursive specifications. The Recursive Definition Principle 

( ) states that certain specifications have a solution, while the Recursive 
Specification Principle (RSP) says that certain specifications have at most one 
solution. Specifications that satisfy both RDP and RSP have a unique solution. 

(recursive) specijkation E = (Ej : j E J} is a set of equations in the 
variables (Xi : j E J} (J is some set) such that equation Ej 

where q is a finite ACP,-term (with finitely many variables) 
and J contains a designated element j,. If J is (partially) ordered and has one 
minimal element, then jO is this minimal element. 

. Let E be 

ere 

exed by J, an 
t X=X&, X={Xj:jEJ, j#jo}. 
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(1) x is a solution of E with parameters X, notation E(x, X), if substituting the Xj 
for variables Xj in E givcss only true statements about processes {xi : j E J}. 

(2) x is a solution of E, notation E (x, J, if there are processes J% = {Xi : j E J, j # jO} 

such that E(x,X). 
(3) x is (recursively) definable if there is a specification E such that x: is the unique 

solution of E. 

E is 
The Recursive Definition Principle ( DP) for a recursive specification 

I (RDP) 3x: E(x,_) 

i.e., there exists a solution for E. While it is probably true that RDP holds in general 
in the model G,/ ens, we will prove it only for a restricted cIass of specifications. 

Definition 5.5. The Recursive Specification Principle (RSP) for a recursive 
specification E is 

(RW 
ax, -1 WY, -1 

x=y 

It is obvious that RSP does not hold for every specification E (every process is a 
solution of the trivial specification X0 = X0). 

In the sequel, we will formulate a condition of guardedness such that RSP holds 
for all guarded specifications in G,/ ens (K > K,). However, we run into big prob- 
lems when we want to formulate guardedness for specifications containing abstrac- 
tion operators T I. As a hint to the problems involved, consider the specification 

This specification certainly looks guarded, but has infinitely many solutions in 

W %Ts, so does not satis (If p is any process not containin 

then a l p is a solution for and Q l p is a solution for 

problems, we will formulate guardedness and the following theorems onfv fOF 

specifications that contain no abstraction. 

has a subterm oft 

a E A (so a # T), and this X occurs in Otherwise, the occurrence is 



les 5.7. Let T be the term 

ax~+7x~+aU_x~+x~~~ax~. 

In T, X0 and X4 occur guarded and XI, X2, X3 unguarded. 

Let E = { Ej : j E 3) be a specification without an ction operator 

E J. We define Xi -+U XjeXj OCCUIS unguarded in and we call E 
guarded if relation + U is well-founded (i.e., there is no infinite sequence 

Next we start the proof of RDP and RSP in 6,/ ens (K > No). 

Let E = { Ej : j f J} be a specification, and let j E .J. An expansion of 
an open ACP,-term obtained by a series of substittGons of Ti for occurrences 

of Xi in Ejm To be more precise, we use: 
(1) substitution: if we obtain t by substitutin K for an occurrence of Xi in s, 

then t is an expansion of s; 
(2) rJ,flexivity : t is an expansion of t; 

(3) transitivity: if t is an expansion of s and u is an expansion of t, then u is an 
expansion of s. For more details, see [3, Section 2.71. 

Let E be a guarded recursive specijication in which no abstraction operator 
T? occurs let j E J (the index set of E). Then Xj has an expansion in which all 
occurrences of variables are guarded. 

f. Essentially, this is [3, Lemma 2.141. We build up such an expansion in the 
following way. If, in ?;-, all occurrences of variables are guardex”,, we are done. 
Otherwise, substitute T for all unguarded Xi in ?;: and repeat this process. This 
must stop after finitely many steps, for otherwise we obtain by Gnig’s Lemma an 
infinite sequence Xj *” Xi -++ l l l , which contradicts the well-foundedness of 
**. •1 

. Let E be a guarded recursive specijication in which no abstraction 
operator occurs. Then, in the m&l G, j e,, (K > t&J, E has a solution which is&itedp: 
branching and bounded. 
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do not matter anyway). Note that g, is Ifinite. Now, sup is constructed and 
is the canonical graph of w*( T”), with T” an expansi such that v”( T”) 
does not contain any variables. NOW, if Xi is a variable cccurkg in T”, expand 
to a term Si in which all variables occur gua d ( Si exisfb; by Lem 
is the result of substituting the Si for each occurriwq iii T”. “I’h 
expansion of Xb and w”+,( T”+i) does not contain any v&rr.f~ks, xo is a finite closed 
ACP,-term. g,,+, is the canonical graph of B-~-J T”+‘k YG: &tit. 

?r,(&+*) = &n (=F W m8!). Now we define g = \Jrc_. 1 gn 

in non-endpoints). Note that, for each n, r,(g) = g, a~-d &a~ g is finitely branching 
and bounde?. It remains to be shown that g is a sofrrtinn Q? E 

The same way we constructed g = gjo, we can con-k UG &rapFa g- fo 
We will show that the graphs {gj : j E J} satisfy all equz.&ns of 5‘. Let 
equation Eb be 

Xb= Tb( Xi, 9 l l l 3 Xi,), 

where Xi,, . . . , Xi, are the variables occurring in Tb. We trtive ts s 

o this by AIP (Corollary 4.6 applies since gio is fini& branching and bounded). 
So fix n E RI. Let, for 0 G k r;: m, Tt be an expansion of -ie’,, such that wn( Tt) contains 
no variables and vn(gi,) is its canonical graph. Then 

= mnfTb(zn(gi,), l l l 3 wn(Yi,,,))) (use Eefinitiow 3.21) 

= ‘IT,( a’,( rn( T;), . . . , vn( Tym))) (by assumptim) 

= s,,( I-J T;, . . . , T;)) (again by Definition 3.21) 

= 7*,(&J 5 by assumption). 

This finishes the proof. Cl 

operator occuis. 
Let E be a guarded recursive spec~&atron in which no abstraction 
men, in the model G,/ ens, E has a P:nique sohit;on (K > 

y Theorem 5.11, E has a solution g which is finitely branching and 
Let h be any other solution of E. We will show g *,, h by AIP. So let n EN, 
let T” be an expansion of SO that Tn(g)= wn( 
solves E with parameters {hi : j E J, j # j,} and 7’j; 

e-3 
--l-T6 I’ . . . , is a solution) 
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(for the same reason, for some 
. 
. 
. 

) (for some sequence 

sequences k from ( 

Note that eorem 5.12 does not su ce to conclude that the e 
occurrring in Example 3.30, has d unique solution x for each given process y. In 
this paper, we do not consider equations with parameters at all. We refer to [21] 
for a discussion on solving equations with parameters. 

Now we can give the following algebraical formulation of AIP, which holds in 
the model G,/ f3, (K > KJ. 

. w =I-& (K > NO) satisfies the following principle, which we will call 

fOT all n mn(X) = 7?n(y) 

(AIP-) 
x is speci$able by a guarded E without q 

X=y 

f. If x is the solution of a guarded recursive specification i hich no abstraction 
operator occurs, in the model it is the equivalence class of a itely branching and 
bounded graph, by Theorems 5.11 and 5.12, which satisfies AIP by Corollary 4.6. Ll 

It is a drawback of the previous theorems that we cannot use abstractions in our 
specifications. We can partially remedy this deficiency however by introducing a 
hiding operator t I. This we do in Definition 5.14. We also remark that, in [lS], 
another ulation of AI - appears, which is a little less restrictive and which we 
can also use in the presence of an abstraction operator. 

an auxiliary theory : as follows: 

has a new atom tcA with tla=s for all SEA; 
- (8)) defined by the four equations 
ssible, and x, y are processes over 

e exte 



Table 5. 

(t a new label) and 
all labels from I ch 

K by st~pulatiR 

.16. Theorem 5.12 still holds for specifications in which a hidin 
:J occurs. This is not hard to see. 

CO ry 5.17. G,/ f=t,, (K > No) satisfies the following principles, which we wilt call 
RDP and RSP: 

(RW 

E guarded, no TJ 

3x: E(x, _) 

Eb, -1 E;y, -) 

I (RW 

E guarded, no 71. 

X=y 

6. Computable graphs 

In the previous sections, we have defined a model for ACP,, in which a number 
of desirable principles hold (KFAR, SP, RDP, AIP-). n the rest of the paper we 
show that this model is not too big: every computable graph is the solution of a 
finite recursive specification. Thus, the gra ‘nat ells of 

ACP,. 

computable finitely branching gra 

starting from each node. It also follows that we have to restrict ourselves to fin%tef~ 
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branching graphs (although countably branching graphs could possibly also be 

considered). 
In order to show that every computable graph is the solution of a linite recursive 

specification, we first show in Theorem 6.7 that every partial computable function 
on natural numbers can be represented as the solution of a finite recursive 
specification. In the proof of Theorem 6.7, we use the principles RDP, RSP, AIP- 
and KFARl. In Theorem 6.8 and Corollary 6.9, we then prove that the theorem 
holds for every binary branching graph. In Lemma 6.10, we show that it is sufficient 
to look at binary branching graphs. The proof of Lemma 6.10 takes place in the 
graph model, and this is the only place in this section where the proof is not 
algebraical. To turn the proof of Lemma 6.10 into an algebraical proof, it will be 
necessary to formulate an extended version of KFAR, more extended even than the 
rule CFAR mentioned in Section 1.8. When such a proof is found, however, we 
will have shown that every process that is the unique solution of a computable 
recursive specification also is the unique solution of a finite recursive specification 
(after abstraction), independent of a model. In the present text, we only obtain this 
result (in Section 8) relative to the graph model. 

6. I. Definitions 

following: 
Let g E U+, (so g is finitely branching). A coding of g consists of the 

(1) If s E NODES(g) and the out-degree of s in n, then the outgoing edges are 
named &I,..., W-I. 

(2) This leads to the following naming of nodes: a sequence OE o* names the 
node reached by following the path from Roe-r(g) with edge-names in o. 

Let g be the graph of Fig. 30 with indicated coding. Roar(g) has 
name E and ;he endpoint of g has names 000, 10, 110,20 and 210. 

Fig. 30. 

. g E GN, is a tree Q each node as exactly one 

et gd&, be co e two partial functions 

od:o”+o, 
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as follows: 
(1) ad(a) = the out-degree of the node named by a if a names a node; 
(2) ad(a) is undefined otherwise; 
(3) lb(a*n) = the label of edge ‘n starting at node CT if cr names a node and 

n < od( a) (here cr*n is sequence c followed by number n); 
(4) lb(a*O) = the label of endnode (ir if CT names a node and od( a) = 0; 
(5) lb( ct) is undefined otherwise. 

Definition 6.5. g E G, is computable if there is a coding of g such that functions od 
and lb are computable (since the set A is assumed to be finite, coding of A u (8, J.} 
into 0 is not important). 

6.2. Results 

Now we start the proof of the main theorem of t is section. The first step 

towards proving it will be to show that every computable function can be represented 
by a finite guarded specification. First we say what we mean by a representation. 

Definition 6.6. Let D be a finite set of data. We suppose we have a number of 
communication channels 0, 1, . . . , k (k 2 l), of which channel 0 is the input channel 
and channel 1 the output chaqnel. Any other channel is an internal channel. Further- 
more, we suppose our set of atoms A contains elements 

(1) si(d) = send d along channel i (d E D, is k); 
(2) r,(d) = receive d along channel i (d E D, is k); 
(3) c,(d) = communicate d along channel i (d E D, is k). 
On these elements, we define the communication function by 

and al! other communications give 6. 
Now suppose f: D* + D* is a partial function. e say process j represearis f iff 

for any a, p E D* f (0) = p @ inputting sequence u along c annel 0 will be follow 
by outputting sequence p along channel 1; and f (cT) i undefined e inputting 
sequence u along channel 0 will be followed by deadlock. To be more precise, 
suppose a sequence CT = d, . . . d, is given, and we have a er ‘eos’ indicat~n 

the end of a sequence. 
We define the sender S, = s,(d,) l s,(cf,) l . _ . . so( d,) - s,-,(eos) and the receiver Iw 

by the following finite guarded specification (w Sa K I 

by Theorem 5.12): 

R = & r,(d) l R+r,(eos) 
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Then, we will hide unsuccessful communications: 

H’={~~(d),r,(d)fd~ Du{eos}, i=O, l}, 

and now we can give the formal definition: process _? represents 
any u,pe D*, say o=d ,... d,,, p=e,...e, (with n,maO): 

(I) f(4 = P e b*(% ll.m) =co(d*) l cow l - l l l c&M 

l c&os) . c&e,) 0.. . . 

(2) f(a) is undefined e &&J&R) 

function f iff, for 

l c&A l CAeos), 

= G(d,) l q,(d,) l . . . l q,(d,,) l C&OS) l 6. 

Theorem 6.7. Letf: o* + W* be a partial computable function. Then f can be represented 
by a process, defined using a fmite guarded recursive specification. 

f. Letf be given. It is well-known thatf can be represented by a Turing machine 
over a finite alphabet D with finitely many states 0,. . . , k (k 2 1) of which 0 is the 
starting state and k the ending state. In turn, we will simulate this Turing machine 
by a finite specification 

x=tr +,(CIIS211S3), namelyj=7j,)(X). 

Here C is a finite control and S2 and S3 are stacks. We have the following p 
(Fig. 3 1). The specifications of Sz and S3 are 

sj= 1 ri(d)T4Si+r,(stop) (i=2,3), 
dE Dujeos) 

Tf =s,(d)+ C ri(e)TfTP (for each d E D v {eos}) 
eE Du(eos) 

(see, e.g., [I I]), (the extra atom ‘stop’ is needed for successful termination). C is 
specified using variables cO, C,, . . . , Ck, Ck+, , Ck+z (think of these Cj as the ‘states’ 
of C, and C,,..., ond to the states of the Turing machine). The 

input output 
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specification of C consists of three parts: 

(1) input, 
(2) calculation, 
(3) output. 

Part 1: input 

163 

C = r,(eos)a(eos)s,(eos)Ck+2+ C ro(d)s2(eosbs2(d)C,+, 9 

dcD 

c k+2 = r2bM2(eos)C,+ C r2bfhWCk+2- 
dED 

When CO is reached, input sits in S3 in the right order, and ends with an ‘eos’ 
(end-of-stack). 

Part 2: calculation 
This specification will have one equation for each Turing-machine instruction in 

the Turing-machine representation off: 
(a) for each TM instruction i d e R I~ (i < S m s k; d, e E D) (meaning that if, in 

state i, the head reads 4 it is changed to e, the head moves right and goes into state 

m), we have an equation 

(b) for each TM instruction i d e L m (i <: k, m s k; d, e E D) (the head moves left 
instead of right), we have an equation 

Figures 32 and 33 might clarify the matter: if the Turing machine is in the position 
of Fig. 32, control and stacks are as in Fig. 33. 

Part 3: output 
When state Ck is reached, the output sits in S3 in the right order, and S, is emgsty, 

so we put 

. I 

ck = r,(eOS)r2(eOS)S,(StOP)s2( StOp)Sl( COS) + c i-3( 
dED 

is completes the specification of C. 
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head 
state i 

eos 

Fig. 33. 

Next we hide all unsuccessful communications by encapsulation: we define 

H = {s,(d ), ri( ):dEDv{eos,stop),i=2,3} 

and we hide all internal communications by abstraction: we define 

I = {Ci( d) : d E D L’ {eos, stop}, i = 2,3}, 

an consider j = Q~(x), where x is the unique solution of specification X = 
11 S3). Informally, we will write 

ow that $ indeeJ represents f, so let 0 E D*’ be given (instead 
ine representatio 

u {eos}, i =O, 1) as 6.6 and consider 

= I... y ‘eos’. 
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Then 

a,~(~~llPll~)=a,~(~~U_(jill~))-l-a,.(~~(§,~~rw))+a,.(w~(~~~s~)~ 

+a,.((s,lj)11~)+a,.:(S,l~)llj)+a~~((3lw)1Ls,) 

(by Expansion Theorem 3.3 1) 

=6+S+8+co(d,)&.,~ 

(§ dz . . . d II lrl 0 aH((sz(eos)s*(dl)C,,,) II $2 II SJI II B8)+6 +S n 

= CO(dl)aH’(%2...dn 11 v M&W) . aH ( ck+* 11 s$II s3)) 11 

= co(d,)T l &@(s d2...d,, ti T1 ’ aH(c/c+, 11 s%’ 11 &) 11 [w) 

. 

= isfa,)c,(d,) . . . co(d,,) 

’ hf (ck+z 11 $+--d’ 11 s’$)) 11 R) 

. 

So we have reached the calculation part of the specification. Now we have two 
cases, according to whether or not f(a) is defined. 

Case I: f(u) is defined, say _f(cr) = p. We claim that then 

This can be seen if we look at Figs. 32 and 33: each position of the Turing machine 
is mirrored by a position of the specification: thus position 

I 
I T 6 ~10 a,( Ci 11 SF 11 S,d*"") I 

1 

(i C k; c’, C”E D*, d E D) corresponds to the Turing machine in state i with as tape 
contents the reverse of o=’ followed by d followed by uN and head point 

us, all we have to show is t 

7 l TI 0 a,( Ci II Sr’ II Sf*““) ) l aH((%(e)crn) I 

= 4 ’ 71 o a,( e, 11 s,“““’ 11 
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(b) Suppose there a T instruction i d 4 L M. 

P.?~0aH(CiIIS~u’~~S~*o”)=7.? 

= 7. q 
( 

c,(e) 

= aH ( (,s rz(f ls3tncm) 11 srus Ii sg*m-j) E 

=7. VMf) ’ M(%(f)c?l) II SF’II s;*9) 

= 7 . 7i (c3( f) ’ aH ( cm 11 sy’ 11 ge*q) 

= T . 71 0 a,(C,, 11 s;’ 11 s$-“). 

Thus, since the Turing machine terminates on input a, with p on the tape, in state 
k, with the head pointing at the first symbol of p, we must have that 

Then we can finish the calculation (let p = e, . . . em) 

= TcdeA ‘9 l CA%) 

l a~~(Tt(c3(eos)c3(eos)aH ([s,(stop)sz(stop)s,(eos)l 11 S2 11 s3)) 11 W 

=Tcded l l . ch&bf~(T l T&(StOp)&tOp)S,(eos)) IIR) 

= 7c,(e,) . . 
l cpW~h&,(eos) 11 R) 

= TC,(@,) . . 
l c&Meos), 

) is undefined. In this case, the Turing-mat ine calculation does not 
recess 

proof of ease 2. 

e wili prove the 
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rove this, we put y = &+ ( Co 11 S(: 11 Sjo) and consider x = tr( y). Since the Tutin 
machine does not terminate, it will keep doing instructions 

(a) ide R m,or 
(b) ideLm (i,m<k;d,eED). 
A general step of type (a) looks like: 

tl o 3H (Ci 11 S,“’ 11 S,d’““) = t, (c3(d)cZ( e)a, ( Cm 11 Sg'c' 11 Sg")) 

= ttt] O a,( cm 11 b!p’ 11 S,““), 

and a general step of type (b) looks like: 

tl O al-f (G II ST”’ II S,d’““) = t, (c3(d)c3(e)c2(f)c3(f)aH (Cm 11 SF’ 11 Si*‘*““)> 

= ttttt1 O i3H ( cm 11 s;’ 11 So”““). 

Thus, process t,(y) = t, Q a,( Co II Sz II Sy) has states of the form 

t1 O aH(G II ST/ S<) 

and will do 2 or 4 t-steps to go from one such state to the next. From this, we 
conclude that, for each n, ?r,(t, (y )) = tn. Now consider specification X = tX. This 
is a finite guarded specification with no abstraction operator, so it has a unique 
solution by RDP+ RSP, to which AIP- applies. 

We call this process t? It is easy :? tee that n,(t”) = t” for each n, so applying 
AIP- [Theorem 5.13) we obtain tr(y) =t”, so t,(y) =t l t,(y) because t,(y) wilt 
satisfy the specification of t”. From this last equation, it follows, by 
T,(y)=T{#Ql(y)=T l T{&ig = 6, which proves the claim, and at the same time ends 
the proof of Theorem 6.7. El 

Thus, every computable function can be represented using a finite guarded 
specification. We want to prove that every computable graph is definable using a 
finite guarded specification, but we will first prove this with two extra restrictions: 
the graph must be bounded and binary (i.e., an element of G,). 

. Let g E G3 be computable and bounded. Then g = q,)(h), with h the 

solution of a finite guarded recursive specification. 

Code g sur that functions ‘od’ and ‘lb’, defined in 
table. Let ‘od’ and %’ be process representations of d, lb (defined in the 

infinitanr speci for eat 
set of 3 

0 E (0, I}* with ad(o) > 0 or Ib(a*O) = 8, with designated element E, a name of the 
root). We have seven cases: 

(1) ad(a) = 0, so Ib(o*O) = 8. Then X, = 8. 
(2) ad(a) = 1, and od(a*O) > 6) or lb(#O*O) = 8. Then X, = lb(~*O)---~*~- 
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(3) od( a) = 1, and lb( a*O*O) = 1. Then X, = lb( a*O). 
(4) od( c) = 2, both (od(a*O) > 0 or lb(a*O*O) 

(o*l*O) = 8). Then X, = lb(a*O)X,*,+lb(o*l 
(5) ad(o) = 2, and (od(cr*O) ) 0 or lb( o*O*O) = 6) 

lb( o*O)X,*O+ Ib( u* I). 
(6) ad(a) = 2, and lb(o*O*O) = & but (od(~~~) > 0 or lb(~*l~O) = 6). 

lb(o”O)+lb(o*l)X~+ 
(7) od( a) = 2, and lb( o*O 0) = lb(a*l”O) =lb(a*O)+lb(a*l). 
It is not hard to see that g is need the solutio pecification, with parameters 

which we will call x, (we have guardedness since g is bounded). Now we want to 
give a finite specification for g. We will describe t 

(1) the transition from X, to Xo*i (i = 0, l), execution of steps, 
(2) the history, saved in a stack 
(3) the calculation, containing 2 and %. 

e have the con ration shown in Fig. 34. We have channels 2,3,4,5,6,7 (all 
d the alphabet A, by 

(I) {sl(d),r2(d),cz(d):d~A~uAu{?,~}u(0, I)), 
(2) Md), r&0, c&0 : d E {start, s 

(3) {s&0, r&0, c&J) : d E Mm-t, stop) u Au {T, JJ), 

(4) Mdl, r,W, MO : d E {stop, (41, eosl), 

(3 M4, r6(dl, c&O: d E (0, 1, eosi), 

(6) bA4, r&O, c&O : d E @,I, eos)). 

Fig. 34. 

specification: 
T- {a}, with the following 
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Part 2: description of 
S is a stack that ke of the history up to the 

S, TO, T’, , with the following specification (k = 5,6,7 

II_ =s&)+ C rk(j)l;.rl;.+rs(stop) (C=O, 1). 
j=O,l 

Part 3: description of o^d, lib, R 
We assume OAd and 3 are specifications as given in the proof of Theorem 6.7 that 

work as follows: 
2 has input channel 6 and output channel 3; 
6 has input channel 7 and output channel 4. 

Upon receiving a signal ‘start’ from R, they will read the contents CT of stat 
return those data to the stack, calculate od( a) respectively lb(a) and send the result 
to R. Thus, after abstraction from channels 5 and 6, we have (let S contain a): 

2 = rB(start)sJod(o))z + r3(stop), 

% = r4( start)s,( lb( o))% + r4( stop). 

R is the finite control, and is given by the following equation: 

R = s&tart) r3(0)s5(O)s,( start) C ra( Z)sJ I)s,( stop)s,( stop)s5( stop) 
l-&l 1 

r3( 1 MOb&ta~) C r4( M MO) 
1~ A,-(6) 

C r4U’)r5U MU, 0) C r2(ihW 
1’~ A,-(S) l-=0,1 

ext we do enca 

):i=2,...,7; te 

te sets}. 
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Now, let 9 denote stack S with contents o; then we can define processes {yc: o a 
node-name} by the following equation: 

(this equation indeed defines a process since all equations for 

guarded). 

2, i% are 

by 7. 
processes y, satisfy the seven defining equations for x, multiplied 

(1) ad(o) = 0, so Ib(a%) = 8. Then 

yU=T1o&,(PIISU)) R@lliii) 

= 7,(c,(start)c,(o)c,(o)c,(start)c,(s)c2(6p)~) = ~(3. 

(2) ad(m) = and (od(o”0) > 0 or Ib(cr”O*O) = 8). Then 

yO=~roaH(P/ISull Rl@lliii) . 

= ~,(c,(start)c,(l)c~(O)c~(start)c,(lb(s 

- c~(lW*Wb (&o*o) 

=T. Tl(lb(a*O)cz(0) l &&'I~ SafoII R IIsIIiii)) 

= allb((r”O)T1 0 a,,( P 11 So*’ 11 R 11 o^d I iii) = Tlb( a*O)y,,*, . 

(3) ad(a) = 1 and lb(a*O*O) = J- Then 

YCT =cpa&=)) S"l/RIIi!i8)riii) 

= Tlb( a”O)y,e, = Tlb( @*O)TJ 0 a,, ( P 11 S”** 11 R 11 iiii 111%) 

= Tlb( o*O)TI (C,(start)c,(O)c,(O) 

l c,wwc,(l Ml )c3(stop)c,(stop)c,(stop)) 

= Tlb( a*O)T = Tlb( a*O). 

(4) od(c+) = 2, both (od(a*O) > 0 or lb(a*O*O) = 6) and (od(c+*l) > 0 or 
lb(~*~~O) = 6). Then 

Y- 

art)c~(2)c5(0)c,(start)c,(lb(o*O))c5(O)c,( 1) 

(o*O), lb(o*l))) 
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+lb(a”l)c*(1)cS(l)aH( 

= T( lbja”O))),.O + 

(5) ad(o) = 7, and (od( a*O) > 0 or lb( AMOCO) = 6) but lb(cr 

YU = r(lb( o*O)yU*, + 1 

(6) and (7): likewise. 

Now we will give a finite guarded recursive specification with a uni solutio 
h, so that g = Tftj( h). We have three cases (X is the designated eleme 

Case 1: ad(e) = 0. The root has out-degree 0, so since raph -+0---+ is not in 
we have g = -06, and we can define X = 6. 

Case 2: od( e) = I. Suppose lb@; = a. Then 

X=at,q#l[ TOIIRllGi~lii5)=aY0. 

Case 3: od(&) = 2. Suppose lb(O) = a and ib( 1) = 

We see that this is a finite guarded specification. oreover, since ya = 7x,, it is 
clear that I satisfies the equation for X, , whence g *,, ~&h). This finishes 
the proof of Theorem 6.8. 61 

Corollary 6.9. Let g E G3 be computable. Then g = ?I ( k), where k is recursir:elj definable 
by a finite guarded specijicatlon. 

Proof. Put h = t:,)(g), the graph with all T-labels replaced by t’-labels, where t’ is 
some new atom. Since h is computable, binary but aiso bounded, by Theorem 6.8 
there is a specification E with unique solution k SW that h fir,, Titj( k)* It easily 
follows that 

Thus, we removed the restriction that g must be bou 
the restriction that g must be binary. First we need a I 

Then g *r7K h, for 
moreouer, g 1s co 

of which all non-root no 

(see itio 
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6.1). We define h as follows: 

(2) 

(3) 
(4) 
An 

NODES(h) = {(S, F?): S E NODES(g), S # ROOT(g), Fl < Out- ree(s 

u {(s, 0) : s E NODES(g), and s = ROOT( 9) Or 0 

EDGES(h) = 
I 

((S,mxO)):@+@C EDGES(g), S = 

(n < ad(s) the name of 

v (GH0)):0* { t amtxs(g), s f #coo-r(g) (n, 1 as above) 

v 
k 

(s, n) )+((s, n + I>>: s E NODES(g), s + ROOT(g) [(n + 1) cod(s), 1 a label] 

: s E NODES(g), s # ROOT(g) [(n + 1) = od( s), 1 a label] . 

ROOT(h) = (ROOT(g), 0). 

The endpoint label of (s, 0) E NODES(~) is the endpoint label of s E NoDEs( g). 
example might clarify the matter (Fig. 35). 

Fig. 35. 

It is obvious that h is root-unwound, that all non-root nodes have out-degree 2 
is computable, then so is h. I\“ow we can define R C_ 

relates all nodes s E Nonus with all (s, n) E 
s) or n = 0 = ad(s)). 

It is easy to prove that R : g srrs h: 
e in g (ad(s) j and R(s, (s, k)), then 
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(2) Conversely, for each edge in . 

(3) Endpoints and root are alri is chan re. 

d Let g a computable grap 
dejnable by & jinite guarded specijication. 

ere h is recursi 

By Lemma 6.10, we can assume that all non-root nodes of 
2 or 0. Put h = ttll(g), and code Ir &uch that functions od, lb for 
with process representations a, %. Let the root have out-de ree no > 0 (if no = 0, 
h = 8). For all non-root nodes, we will use the specifications for 
the proof of Theorem 6.8, with the only difference that the first element o 
can be any number up to no. Then h is given by the follow in 

X= C lb(i)gt,oa,(flI’I;I[Rll~(ll^b), 
icno 

P, S, IT1:, R, 2, %, H, I given in the proof of Theorem 6.8. 

We see that E is finite and guarded, and that h is a solution of E, using Theorem 
6.8 end Corollary 6.9. Cl 

Remark 6.12. When we want to translate the trick in the proof of Lemma 6.10 in 
the graph-model to the theory of ACP,, we have to use an extended version of 
KFAR. The details of this translation are not clear, however. 

In Section 6, we looked at computable graphs. In this section, we will discuss 
computable recursive specifications, and show that any process, recursively definable 
by a computable specification is already definable by a finite specification. 
remark about coding. 

(coding). It is not hard to give computable injective coding function 

computable inverse from all finite AC -terms to natural numbers, so we will 

not mention this function in the following. 

Let E ={E,,:n<o}b 
mputable (Tn is the 

s computuble if the function 

erator oca.trs. 
of T, in which each occurting variable is guarded. 
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f. En a finite ACP,-term, it is easy to mpute which variables are g 

and which are not, using Definition 5.5. refore, we can corn 

expansion of each T, as in the proof of Lemma 5. 

. Let E be a 
opera tar occurs. 

recur&e spec 
utable solution 

which no 

First, note that all graph operations ned in Section 3.2 are computa 
t if graphs g, h are computable (as ed in Definition 6.9, then so are 

graphs g+kd, gjjh gilF, dh h&), n(g), n(g) and h(g) (defined in 

Definition 5.15). Thus, we see that the canonical graph of each finite ACP,-term is 
computable, so we obtain from the proof of ‘r”hcorem 5.11 and Lemma 7.3 that each 
computable guarded specification without abstraction has a computable sol- 
ution. Cl 

If x is a process such that x = q(y), where y is the solution of a 
computable guarded specijkation without abstraction, then also x = T,*(Z), where z is 
the solution of a jinite guarded specijkation without abstraction. 

Combine Theorem 6.11 and Lemma 7.4. 0 

e of a ction 

In this last section, we show that the albstraction operator Q plays an essential 
role in the previous sections. In particular, we show that Theorem 7.5 does not hold 
if we cannot use abstraction. Our conclusion is that the defining power of theory 

reater than the definin power of theory ACP (where ACP is the 
theory given by the left-hand column of Table 1). 

Let the set of atoms A contain two elements a, b different from 6. 
Let a function f: w + {a, b} be given. We define a recursive specification Ef = 
(E{:n<w) by 

E/, =.f(n)E/,+I. 

It is obvious that Ef is a guarded specification without abstraction, which is 

s a unique solution by R 
eorem 7.5, each 2 fo 

Gv exists a co ion f : 0 + (a, b} such t 
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E’te t@ic 

& specifications without abstraction in a 

h all levels are finite such th 

+ {a, b} in the following way: 
from a node at depth 

Since all g, have all levels finite, it Ilows that all fn are computabfe fun 
Now, it follows immediately that if 
the set of all processes xf recursiveIy definable 
without abstraction is included in {A?- : n 
f:o+{a, 6) by 

Q rffn(n) = b 

f”)=( b iffn(n) = a: 

f is not among {fn : n > w}, so process x/ is not recursively definable by a finite 
guarded specification jvithout abstraction. Cl 
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